To keep pace in a rapidly evolving marketplace, you need to deliver higher level business outcomes and results – things like resiliency, agility, and efficiency become more important than ever. New Hitachi VSP 5200 and 5600 models are trusted, innovative, and scalable solutions to give you confidence to deliver successful cloud strategies and faster digital transformation.
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1. Application Consolidation
   Simplify your application infrastructure with a scale out architecture that can support Open, Containerized and Mainframe workloads. The latest VSP 5000 series models are the fastest and most responsive in the world to support your application needs.

2. Stay Modern and Agile
   Eliminate the complex planning, migration and down time that regularly occurs when moving to next generation technology. Hitachi Modern Storage Assurance allows you to take advantage of increased features and performance non-disruptively by including hardware upgrades.

3. No more technology silos
   Non-disruptively accommodate unanticipated new requirements by intermixing today’s and tomorrow’s technology, in one scale out solution, without the need to rip and replace technology. Hitachi Accelerated Fabric accelerates your technology adoption without any silos.

4. Store more for less
   Demand for data capacity is continuing to increase as the requirement for high performance applications accelerates. The new Compression Accelerator Module on the VSP 5000 Series delivers a 42% improvement in data reduction performance compared to previous models.

5. 100% Data Availability
   Any interruption to data availability jeopardizes revenue generation, brand reputation and contractual obligations. For your business to succeed and continue to innovate Hitachi’s 100% data availability guarantee becomes the foundation of your business data.

If you would like to find out more about the new VSP 5000 series models visit our website:

Configure your ideal infrastructure solution using our Virtual Rack Configurator:
https://rackconfiguration.hitachivantara.com/